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Were the 1983 student government elections rigged? Rumors abounded
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Department heads speak for bond passage
The $16.5 million bond referendum
for the UMaine system is necessary to
make up for underfunding of the system
over the last few years, said an assistant
professor of management yesterday.

Dr. Charles Rauch, who is promoting
passage of the bond, said national interest in the quality of education has
provided a "window in which we can
act" to get the referendum question approved by Maine voters. Rauch was
speaking Tuesday afternoon before a
group of about 15 people in Nutting Hall
at a forum in which faculty from the

Charles Rauch

Douglas Gelinas

by Doug Watts
Staff Writer

departments that would receive the
funds explained why the money is
needed.
Dr. Ivar Stockel, chairman of the
chemical engineering department, said
there is an acute space problem in Aubert
Hall. He said not only is there not
enough "square-footage" in the
building, but some research equipment
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Fraternities, police
reach parking accord
by Peg Warner
Staff Writer
UMO fraternity and police representatives have reached a compromise which
will allow fraternity members to register
their cars at no charge this year, the
director of Police and Safety said
Tuesday.
Alan Reynolds said the agreement was
reached after a session with Dr. William
Lucy, Associate Dean of Student Activities and Organizations, and Peter
Gray, president of the University of
Maine Fraternity Board.
Reynolds notified fraternity presidents
of the compromise in a memorandum
dated Oct. 5. The memorandum said for
this year only, fraternity members will be
allowed to register their cars at no charge
for this year by obtaining a decal otherwise used to designate parking in the
steam plant parking- lot
The memorandum said beginning
next year. members will have to purchase
student decals in order to park in fraternity lots. Reynolds said although the
regulation has existed before, enforcement may have been lax because of a
shortage of ticketers.
"There are only a certain number of
ticketers," he said. "We start with the
inner lots first and work toward the outside."
Reynolds said the compromise only
applies to parking either at the individual houses or at the steam plant.
Those wishing to park on campus, he
said, must still purchase student park-

William Schmidt
is unusable because it is too tall to fit
anywhere.
"We have one device—called a bubble
cap vapor liquid device—that was given
to us but can't be used because it's 30

feet tall. That piece of equipment is
worth $115,000' Stockel said.
Stockel said a pilot paper machine in
the basement of Aubert is "juryrigged
and crowded against the windows."
The machine should be on one of the
upper floors because some maintenance
procedures are more easily done from a
lower floor in the building, said Stockel.
William Schmidt, chairman of the
mechanical engineering department,
spoke for the $3 million of the bond that
would finance new computer equipment
for the entire university system. He said
the money would go toward networking,
improved access to terminals and instructional aids. Schmidt said there are
more people using the system than the
university's computer can handle. By improving the campus computer network,
delays in obtaining information would
be eliminated.
The UMaine system would also get
additional computer terminals. Schmidt
said UMO has 50-70 students for every
available computer terminal, while most
institutions have a ratio of 15-25 students
for every terminal. He said the bond
would bring the UMaine system's ratio
much closer to the average ratio. "I think
some people think we want a lot of luxuries, but these things are real essentials," Schmidt said.
He said the computers will have to be
updated in the future, and the bond "is
(see BOND page 2)

Senate easily defeats
open parking proposal

ing decals, which cost $5. Lucy said the
problem seems to be taken care of for
the time being.
"It seems to have been resolved to
their (the fraternities') satisfaction,"
he said.
Lucy said there is a possibility the use
of the steam plant decals for fraternity
members could become a permanent
change if the traffic committee approves
it.
Another issue the memorandum addressed is whether the regulation could
be imposed on fraternities owning their
own land. It said since the university provides services such as lawn mowing,
grounds care and snow plowing to all
fraternities, including those owning their
own land, those fraternities come under
Lucy said five fraternities—Alpha
Gamma Rho, Alpha Tau Omega, Delta
Upsilon, Phi Gamma Delta and Tau Epsilon Phi—own the land their houses are
located on.
Kevin Belisle, president of Delta Upsilon, said some of the brothers at that
house are not pleased with the
compromise.
He said he does not think the university could legally enforce the regulation
if the house chose to discontinue the
university's maintenance of its parking
lot, but said it would be too expensive
to hire private concerns to do the work.
Tau Epsilon Phi President Dana
Seekins said, speaking for himself, he
would not mind paying for a decal as
long as the university provided upkeep
(see PARKING page 2)

Cutting said he had a letter from
UMO President Arthur Johnson, and
"from that letter I believe a reasonable
infer he was responsive to
The General Student Senate Tuesday person could
defeated 20-10 with one abstention a open parking."
it was a statement the
said
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open parking proposal, and was
Currently, a vehicle with a faculty
on the action of the senate before it
(see SENATE page 2)
discussed it.

by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
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dent lots.
senator.
Cynthia Rayniond, Hart Hall
situasaid "We're engaged in a no-win didn't
it
tion. We tried it before and

distributing
Steve Ritzi. L.M0 student government president, is shown here
meeting Tuespostcards to the members of the General Student Senate at their
designed to
are
day night. The postcards, produced by student government.
bond issue
be sent to Maine residents to gain support of the 516.5 million
postcards will be
to benefit the L'Maine system on Nov. 6. Ftitri said the
Union.
the
of
available at the student government office on the third floor
i Harman
and will be distributed in dormitories through resident assistants.
photol
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tcontinued from page D

the first step on a flight of stairs.
Three million dollars of the proposed
bond wall go toward building a major
addition to Hitchner Hall.
Douglas Gelinas. an associate professor of botany and plant pathology-.
said that. in Hitchner. "The hazards of
modern biological research are significant." Gelinas said many experiments
are done using viruses and other
pathogens. The problem is the research
.•
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fie and Safety Committee .11111(1
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sider an open parking polics.
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cutting
their main concern is
- fic on campus.
George Is rlci. Knox Hall senator, said
he thought ilk. proposal should btoc.
been passed because it was neser tormalIs- presented to the Traffic and Safety
Committee by then Student Cimernment
President Craig Freshley
"Craig Freshles was a yes man to the
administration," Lytle said. "He
definitely tabled it, put it under, and
forgot about it."
Labbe raid the proposal was
presented, while Cutting disagreed. Both
were student representatives to the
committee.

areas in Hitchner are scattered among
classrooms and offices. Disease cultures
are often transported in carts down
public. corridors. Gelinas said while the
potential exists for an accident, there
hasn't been one yet.
"An accident is waiting to happen,"
he added.Gelinas said that with the passage of
the bond issue. "hi-tech" research at the
university would be concentrated in the
new Hitchner addition.
The SI6.5 million bond will be referendum question number three on the Nov.
6 ballot.
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Cuffing said [tat proposal was also
tabled until the.senate's actiorquesdav,
In Other business, the senate passed a
resolution requiring all campus roads to
be painted in accordance with the State
of Maine highway standards. Contained in the same resolution was a call for
better indication of the parking spaces
in the Memorial Gymnasium parking
lot.
In addition, the Men's Nordic Ski
Club was given final approval for club
status.
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ISSUES FORUM
All Faculty, Students and Staff are invited to an Issues
Forum from 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. this Friday, November 2, in the
Wells Commons Lounge with the, Visiting Committee to the
University of Maine. The Issues Forum is an opportunity to
address the Committee and bring before it issues of concern.
Following the Issues Forum there will be an 'opportunity for
informal discussion with individual members of the Visiting
Committee from 2:30 - 3:00 p.m.
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"FaLults don't stay in Aubert all day
long. I haf's the only building near
there—they can walk to Lord Hall to
park," Raymond said. "it's not going
to bust their butt to walk a less extra

College did recently. then probabis nas
the authority to enforce 'a parking ticket
regulation.
He said another facet of the question
is whether the fraternity urriversity relationship is contractual or common law.
He said although no one at SLS has
researched the question, it could be done
if any fraternities wanted to contest the
sticker regulation.
Jamie Eves, a paralegal at Student
Reynolds said whether he supported
Legal Services, said it is not a clearcut
a permanent change allowing the fraterissue whether the university can impose
nities to register their cars for free would
the regulation on fraternities that own
depend on how it worked this year.
their own hand. Both sides, he said, have
"I think it will depend on seeing how
valid arguments.
many violations we have on those type
He said some issues that would need
of permits," he said.
to be researched to answer the question
The memorandum also said the
have to do with the "special relationuniversity's Parking and Motor Vehicle
ship" of the fraternity to the university
Rules designate driveways to fraternity
and the contracted fire protection the
parking lots as fire Lanes "from which
fraternities receive from the university.
violators will be towed at their own exHe said if a college or university has
pense'
the power to close fraternities, as Colby

Today with MCA

Come to the
Senior Skulls room,
Memorial Union
to pick them up.

Raymond said she was incensed by a
letter from Wells Complex Business
Manager Mike Butler to Alan Reynolds,
director of police and safety, that suggested the parking lot next to Hart be
classified as a staff lot, meaning students
would not be able to park there.

for the parking lot. Re said the driveway
at the house has potholes that have not
been taken care of.
"If they consider it their parking lot
so that we have to base stickers to park
there. I think they should take care of
that." he said, referring to the
potholes. He said the university has,
however, provided other grounds care.
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Students rescued from Grenada tour country
on Grenada and one on nearby
The president, of course, said the in(CPS)—Last week, on the one-year
Barbados.
vasion was necessary to save the
anniversary of the of the American inAcademically, says Mildred Eckhoff,
American medical students on the island
vasion of Grenada, Torn Fioretti plana spokeswoman in St. Georges' New
.
communists
local
by
capture
from
celeto
get
drunk"
ned to "go out and
York office, "I don't believe there were
Geller is still so grateful for the U.S.
brate his and 630 other medical students'any problems" with students continuing
interCention that he organized a group
"rescue" from the St. Georges Medical
their educations after the invasion.
of 89 fellow St. Georges students to tour
School there.
Although a number of students have
last week and sing Reagan's
campuses
what
know
never
will
"People
complained that St. Georges refused to
praises.
would've happened if Reagan didn't inrefund money or grant them credit for
"The idea came from the White
vade Grenada," Fioretti says.
the eight weeks they attended classes in
was
it
he
thought
hindsight,
I
"And
year's
But with a
House, he admits.
Grenada last fall, all such conflicts have
great."
suspects the invasion was as much "a
been resolved now, Eckhoff said.
Such is the mixed bag of emotions
chance for Reagan to show his muscle"
"There was only a three-week interAmerican
mission
rescue
600-some
among the
as it was the life-saving
ruption in their classes," she said,
students—and students nationwide—I2 "and we continued the semester in the
President Ronald Reagan claimed at the
months after U.S. Rangers invaded
time
U.S. at the Long Island University of
Grenada and evacuated the medical
"If (the Grenadian rebels) had really
New York Medical College"
offhave:'
the
at
dorms
would
they
their
us,
from
kill
students
to
wanted
After that, said Eckhoff,"almost all"
shore college.
he insists.
of the Grenada invasion veterans returnJeff
Former St. Georges student
ed to one of St. Georges' three off-shore
St. Georges itself has re-opened with
Geller, in the other hand, is convinced
campuses.
over 430 students back in classes on the
Reagan's orders to invade the tiny CaribFioretti's last view of the Grenada
Grenada campuses.
bean island a year ago saved him and his
campus a year ago was from a U.S.
Headquartered in New York, St.
suffering.
and
danger
classmates from
Cobra helicopter as it lifted him and
Georges caters to American students
several dozen other students from the
who have been rejected by American colU M0 CANTERBURY CLUB
campuses
abandoned residence hall there
two
leges. St. Georges operates

Men's Nordic Ski
II approval for club
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2 unit apartment house
In Old Town
*Close to U MO
*Tenants pay
heat and electricity
•Reduced from
$32,800 to $25.500
For more Information, contact
KIrstein Real Estate
827-3120

For the previous 48 hours, Fioretti,
Geller and other medical students barricaded themselves in the residence hall,
surviving on popcorn and rice as they
watched the island exploding around
them and waited for U.S. Rangers to
arrive.
Even then, said Fioretti, "I wanted
them (the Rangers) to leave, (and
thought the invasion was) interfering
with my education."
Although "I'm just as happy in Barbados," Fioretti said he is still
"unhappy with Reagan" and the
invasion.
But Geller, who also attends St.
Georges' Barbados campus now said he
was happy with Reagan and his decision
to invade the island last Oct. 25.
When the White House asked him to
assemble a group of former Grenada
students to visit the states for "Student
Liberation Day:' a "nonpaitisan" event
celebrating the oneyear anniversary of
the invasion, Geller said he jumped at
the opportunity.

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Spring Semester Registration
All Colleges And The Graduate School
November 5-9, 1984
and by timeliness
Course availability is influenced by registration enrollment
a difference.
make
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It
week.
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of requests. Please register during

REGISTRATION MATERIALS AVAILABLE
ARTS AND SCIENCES
Freshmen & Sophomores-Room 110 Stevens Hall
Juniors & Seniors-Department Chairperson's Office

BANGOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Advisor's Office-then Dean's Office
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Room 12 Stevens Hall South

EDUCATION
The Foyer Shibles Hall
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tapORIE
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ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
Department Chairpersor.'s Office

FOREST RESOURCES
Advisor's Office

GRADUATE SCHOOLSchool
Advisor's Office-then to Graduate
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EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT!
8:00- MIDNIGHT

LIFE SCIENCES AND AGRICULTURE
Academic Advisor's Office

ONWARDS
Onwards Building

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Advisor's Office

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dean's Office
TECHNICAL DIVISION OF LIFE SCIENCES
Advisor's Office
RESEARCH PAPERS
sobtecle
14.789 to choose horn —
44,006P494 cata9.0 12 tot the.21,
log Custom ressetch 11 thole sueend oleo 41.441,1.0
Itsesent14 11322 klode Ase,•20434C.
Lot Angeles CA90025(213)477 8226.

Schedule of classes will be available in the
Registrar's Office and Deans' Offices on November 2.
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'strange'
Child murder suspects described as
"That little girl could still be alive if
AUBURN (AP) — While the couple
they had done something," Deraps
accused of burning a young girl to death
was quoted as saying in The Boston
in an oven were returned to jail Tbesday,
Herald on Tuesday.
neighbors and relatives described the
She said that after the couple left, she
mother as quiet and her boyfriend as a
went downstairs, knocked on the door
troubled man with mental problems.
asked if something was burning. She
and
Lane,
Cynthia Palmer, 29, and John
said Lane shouted back, "Lucifer!"
36, were back in Androscoggin County
Jail following psychiatric testing at the
Lane's father, Amos, told The Boston
Augusta Mental Health Institute, where
Globe his son had been depressed since
entering
after
transferred
they had been
losing his job in an Auburn woolen mill
no plea to murder charges, officials said. Iwo years ago
The results of the tests, ordered Mon"Something snapped, I don't know
day by Lewiston District Judge L. what," said the elder Lane, adding
Damon Scales Jr., were not known as of that his son tried to commit suicide after
Tuesday.
last Christmas and had spent time in a
An autopsy showed that Angela
Veterans Administration psychiatric
Palmer, 4, died Saturday of extensive
hospital.
burns in an electric oven in her home.
Lane is a veteran of the Marine Corps,
Neighbors in the Auburn apartment
said his father. He had been married
building where Lane.and Palmer lived
during the 1970s and has one daughter.
described the couple as "strange." The
Neighbors said he was a constant talker
neighbors also said they regretted not
who told people he had a spillhaving called police sooner.
personality.
Before police were called to the scene
Julie St. Amend, a neighbor, describSaturday afternoon, Mary Deraps, 21,
Angela as "a real doll — quiet and
ed
said
above,
apartment
the
in
lives
who
obedient:' The victim's 5-year-old
she noticed a man and woman knocksister, Sarah, "never talked, never smiling on the couple's door.
ed," said another neighbor, Patricia
"We've got to get a hold of a
White.
psychiatrist," Deraps quoted one of
Sarah Palmer is in the custody of the
them as saying. The man pushed the
Maine Human Services Department,
from
shut
pushed
was
door ajar, but it
which is conducting its own investigation
the inside, said Ms. Deraps. She could
of the case.
not identify the two.

Lane
Palmer, from Portland, met
police
about eight weeks ago. Lane, who
in
used
said is originally from Jay, has

Auburn for at least five years. His
landlord said he rented the apartment
about. a month ago.

Union local president
attacked while jogging
BREWER (AP) — The president of
a paperworkers' union local was
assaulted while he was jogging, but
police said Tuesday they did not know
whether the incident was connected to
his publicized endorsement of President
Reagan.
John Skidgell, president of Local 403
of the United Paperworkers International Union, suffered facial cuts and
bruised ribs after two men attacked him
_ on an unlighted stretch of road, poke_
said,
"We haven't got much to go on,"
said police Capt. Charles Shuman, explaining that Skidgell did nor get a good
look at his assailants.
Skidgell told a news conference last
week he personally supports Reagan.
The endorsement originally was to have
come from the entire local, but Skidgell
said three other members of its executive
board who were to speak at the news

conference changed their minds under
pressure. He declined to comment on the
source of that pressure.
The news conference came on the
same day as an announcement by the
Maine AFL-CIO- that its membership is
solidly behind Democratic presidential
candidate Walter F. Mondale. The national UPIU organization is also supporting the former vice president.
Ed Gorham, secretary treasurer of the
Maine AFL-CIO,said Skidgell had been
reminded he was not authorized to endorse the Republican ticket on behalf of
the union.
"If any pressure were applied at all, it
was to make sure he made it clear the endorsement was not a position of the
local," Gorham said last week.
The local's vice president. Scott
Moore, said he was shocked by the attack and that the local is "sickened" by
it.

VOTE YES ON 3
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE BOND
Maine's future depends on the education other
people and on her industries. UMO and the other exsisting Maine campuses serve both, but they can
serve better with improved facilities.
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• Building additions to Jenness and Hitchner Halls that will improve technological
capabilities in Chemical Engineering and Biological Sciences that are important to the
pulp and paper industries, agriculture, and marine industries in Maine.
• Renovations in Aubert and Alumni Halls and Memorial Gym that will correct safety
hazards, improve campus space problems, and increase access to the handicapped.
*Acquisition of computer equipment at UMO and other campuses to help support the
computer-in-the-curriculum development campus-wide throughout the system.
• Needed building and renovations at all other exisiting University of Maine campuses.

VOTE YES ON 3

REFERENDUM NUMBER 3 HAS NOTHING TO DO
WITH A CAMPUS AT LEWISTON
The issue of a Lewiston Campus is the subject of a separate referendum to be
voted on by Lewiston voters only.
(This ad is being paid for by friends of UMO)

October 31, 1984.
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AUGUSTA(API — Any discussion of
political power in the Maine Legislature
that will be elected next Thesday begins
on this promise: the Democrats are
almost certain to retain control of both
houses.
On that point, strategists for both parties agree. However, while Democrats envision building on their majority, the
Republicans insist that 1984 could be the
year their long-awaited comeback
begins. It has been a decade since the
Republicans last controlled both houses.
The Democrats, while facing a potential top-of-the-ticket drain on votes, are
pinning their hopes on a mixed slate of
tested veterans and newcomers whose
appeal, party leaders say, crosses party
lines.
"Partisan politics have changed
somewhat,": said Senate Majority
Leader Charles Pray, the odds-on
favorite to replace retiring Senate President Gerard P. Conley, D-Portland, in
1985. "The responsibility of the political
party now is to field the better candidate."
The Republicans, meanwhile are
working to offset a lackluster candidate
recruitment effort last spring that left
them with no candidates in 11 Senate
and 37 House districts. There were even
more vacancies up until the June
primaries, in which nine GOP candidates attracted enough votes to qualify
as the party's nominees.
"I'm only working with what I was
given," said Doug Curtis, who, as
assistant to Republican State Chairman
Loyall Sewall, is helping organize the
GOP legislative effort.
Curtis, a state representative from

Waldoboro, plays down the potential
coattail effect of a Reagan landslide but
admits his projections are decidedly
conservative.
"I just don't want to be overly optimistic," he said. "I want to be
pleasantly surprised on Election Day."
The Democrats are investing about
$20,000 in legislative races and the
Republicans are investing almost
$50,000, said officials in both parties.
In the House, where the Democrats
now rule by a 93-58 margin, the
Republicans are looking to pick up "at
least 10," and possibly as many as 12
seats, said Curtis.
This could happen, he said, because
of new constituencies created by
redistricting and because of the departure of many Democratic incumbents.
Assistant Majority Leader John N.
Diamond, who with Speaker John L.
Martin is co-chairing the Democratic
ampaign effort in the House, said his
party could lose as many as eight seats
or gain as many as seven. However, he
said he expects to "stay the course!'
"Basically, the faces will be different,
but the numbers will be approximately
the same," said Diamond, D- Bangor.
Two independents — Dana Dean
Johnson of Sanford and Willis L.
Lakeman Jr. of Medway — also are running for the House No independents are
in the Legislature now.
In the new: 35-seat senate, to which
two districts were added under the
redistricting plan approved last year, the
Democrats are counting on keeping the
two-thirds majority that is crucial to
their influence on many bills.
They currently hold 23 seats — more

than two-thirds of the 33 seats, and 19
incumbents are seeking re-election. All
but two districts feature a Democratic
candidate on this year's ballot.
"I think we'll have a minimum of
25" Democratic senators next year, and
possibly as many as 28, said Pray,
D-Millinocket.
Curtis said he believes 13 Republican
candidates have what he describes as an
"excellent" chance of winning a Senate
seat. Five others stand a reasonable
chance of getting elected, he said.
Among the senate races that promise
ro be the most competitive:
District II: freshman Sen. Kenneth P.
Hayes, a Democrat who chaired the
Education Committee while it refined
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan's education
reform package, is being challenged by
Maybury,
freshman Rep. Mary-Ellen
R-Brewer.

Kennedy returns to Biddeford
BIDDEFORD (API—Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, returning to a city that supported him in the presidential caucuses
four years ago, urged voters Tuesday to
support the Democratic ticket.
"You stood with me in those Maine
caucuses of 1980, and I'm asking you to
stand with me again:' Kennedy said to
a roaring ovation from about 400 people.
In addition to touting the Mondale.
Ferraro ticket, Kennedy also plugged the
campaigns of U.S. Senate candidate
Elizabeth H. Mitchell and congressional
challenger Barry J. Hobbins.
Biddeford's voter registration lists
show a lopsided advantage for

Democrats, but local party Chairman
Dennis L. Dutremble said Kennedy's appearance will help prompt a better voter
turnout.
"He generates a lot of excitement, and
that's what we're trying to do this year—
go for a record turnout!"
Accompanied by Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan and Sen. George J. Mitchell,
the Massachussetts senator also got a
warm reception at a rally in Lewiston,
another Democratic stronghold.
About 200 people heard Kennedy'
question whether the nation's economy
is really healthy when so many Maine
shoe workers have lost their jobs.

VOTE NOVEMBER 6th

Climbing Mount Everest
requires reservations
KATMANDU, Nepal (AP1—A
millionaire Texas rancher and ski resort
owner is returning home to Dallas after
learning you can't climb Mount Everest
without a reservation.
"1 blame me and my naivety for not
knowing the mountaineering regulations
of this country!' said Dick Bass, 54.
Bass talked with reporters Oct. 25 in
an attempt to counter local press reports

District 25: Democratic Rep. George
A. Carroll of Limerick, a 14-year House
veteran, is being opposed by Republican
Henry W. Black of Baldwin. This is one
of the two new districts created try: the,
latest reapportionment.
District 33: Democratic Rep. John L.
Tuttle Jr. of Sanford, a six-year veteran
of the House, is being opposed by
Republican Norman A. Baker, also of
Sanford.
District 35: incumbent Republican
Walter W. Hichens of Eliot, a conservative with nearly 20 years' legislative
service, is being challenged by' Democrat
Stephen C. Estes, a high school teacher
from Kittery'. District 23: freshman Rep.
N. Paul Gauvreau of Lewiston, the
Democratic nominee, is being opposed
by Republican Rosemarie Cote Butler,
also of Lewiston.

accusing him of trying to make the climb
ahead of other people who applied.
Everest is booked until 1997.
Bass said he joined up with a government expedition to clean up the Everest
trail, under the impression it would go
all the way to the summit. Later, Bass
said, he found out he also needed a climbing permit from the tourism ministry.
Bass estimated the false start cost him
$150,000.
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Forget ghouls and goblins

crazy'
Reagan and Nixon masks 'selling like

.41,
:16

BOSTON (AP) — Forget ghouls
and goblins. This Halloween, the
owner of the country's largest
costume shop says Reagan and
Nixon masks are selling like crazy,
along with Michael Jackson gloves
at $14.95 a shot.
Furthermore, the owner said
that Mr. T and his gold chains are
very popular, but remarkably few
customers want to look like Walter
Mondale or Geraldine Ferraro.
"Reagan is a very, very big seller,
I say we sell about 12 a day, even

more than that." David litertolino said last week at his store.
Little Jack Horner Inc. "The other
day someone from Mondale head
quarters came down and bought a
Reagan mask. Don't know what
they plan to do with it.
"And Nixon is hot—easily as
popular as Reagan," Bartolino
said. "1 gums people still love to
hate him. Sometimes they come in
and buy the Nixon mask and then
buy handcuffs or a balland-chain
to go with it."

Halloween safety tip
emphasized to adults

tive material, or making a design
Parents and motorists should be
with reflectorized tape. Children
Halloduring
careful
y
especiall
should carry a flashlight to light
ween to insure child and pedestrian
their way and to providri better
safety, said Col. Allan H. Weeks,
visibility to motorists.
Police.
State
Maine
the
of
chief
With visibility greatly reduced
"Motorists are encouraged to drive
this time of year by early darkness
with caution in neighborhoods
and possible rain, the state police
where youngsters in colored
advises motorists to make sure
costumes may be rushing from
their windshield wipers are funcyards and driveways." said
tioning properly and to drive
Weeks.
carefully where costumed children
Although some parents may be
may be walking or running along
accompanying their children, other
the roadway.
youngsters will be alone. Thus, in
"Parents are encouraged not to
the excitement of the evening,
let their children eat any of their
unescorted children are likely to
treats until they arrive home, at
forget caution in crossing roads
which time an adult can closely ex.
roadways
along
walking
and
amine all collected goodies."
Weeks said parents can help
said Weeks. He said unwrapped
keep their children safe by selecting
should be discarded, and
„
„41‘ bright yellow, orange or white candyshould
be examined to sec if
fruit
costumes. Recommended are
it has been altered in any way.
costumes made of or with reflec,
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This year is Little Jack Horner
in
Ines 50th year in business
says
downtown Boston. As usual,
Bertolino, political costumes are
selling very well. Masks of President Reagan and former President
Nixon sell for $25 to $40, depenthe
ding on the amount of detail in
disguise
1,200
The store has sold all of its
masks of•Massachusetts Sen. Edfew
a
has
still
but
ward Kennedy,
.
John F. Kennedy masks available
Bertolino was prepared to order
tic
Democra
of
5.000 masks
presidential challenger Walter
Mondale several months ago, but
then decided against it.
"If he doesn't win, I'm stuck
with thousands of Mondales starhope
ing at me. Then I've got to ho
then that someone down the line
looks like him," he said.
"You have to stick by the
numbers and the polls," he said.
"We don't take any party lines. We
just order what they are asking
for."

So far, he says, only a few. people have sought a Mondale mask
or one of his running mate.
Upstairs, in the store's costume
shop, saleswoman Donna Dauria
noted that religious costumes are
otil)
extremely popular this Halloween,
with nuns' habits renting for $30
$20.
robes
and priests'
An outfit modeled on "Elvira",
a late-night TV hostess who
dresses as a sexy vampire, is probably the biggest selling costume,
she says, "for both men and
women."
Shiny, decorated Michael eltt\
WW1
Jackson jackets—epaulets and
all—are selling quickly among
teen-agers, Dauria added. College
students, meanwhile, frequently request costumes based on the hit
movie "Ghostbusters."
"I notice a lot of people come
in asking to see our Boy George
costume," she said of the
English pop singer who dresses like
a woman, "but no one wants to
it

The staff of the
Maine Campus
wishes everyone a
safe and happy
Halloween•c.4„.1)
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Undergraduate Business Association
meeting

Thursday, November 1
6:45 p.m.

STA

in the North Lown Room in the Memorial Union
All interested are welcome

FASHIONS
JB HAIR9421248

"Your

$5 off any perm or
salon service over $25
$3 off ear piercing

STRING PLAYERS
FOR THE
UMO ORCHESTRA
rehearsal time:
, Mondays 7:15 - 9:15 P.M.
Wednesdays 7:15 - 9:15 P.M.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

Don Stratton 581-1256
.
.
.
.
.
.....
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ej•

spi. me .1.• ml. L.I.

Mon - Wed 800 5,00
Tnurs & Pv 800 • 800. Sat 8.00 4 00
1235 Broadway. Bangor (next to Broadway TV)

SAE OPEN RUSH DINNER
An open rush spaghetti dinner, will be held
today, Oct. 31st. from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
at Sigma Alpha Epsilon
located next to the Steam Plant
Any male student who is interested is
encouraged to attend.
Come try Fraternity Life for a few hours!

John
wit

- -October 31,
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LAS CRUCES, N.M.—A super star
new
and a super songwriter will judge
segments for the American Collegiate
Talent showcase.
Legendary comedian Bob Hope will
assemble a group of comedy writers and
the
producers to form a judging team for
in
newly added comedy writing category
ate
the fourth Annual American Collegi
may
Talent Showcase (ACTS). Writers
on
submit comedy one-liners and situati
comedy scripts as part of the ACTS
competition.
Joining Hope in judging another new
ter
category, songwriting, will be songwri
for
Mike Reid, who is best known
My
In
writing "There's A Stranger
An
Milsap.
Ronnie
House" sung by
has
award for best Video Production

also been added to the extensive list of
performing categories that include all
areas of contemporary and classical
music, dance, drama and variety.
Students who participate in ACTS
have the opportunity to receive cash
awards and scholarships, overseas tours,
showcases, personal appearances and
auditions by major talent agencies,
record companies, dance companies and
other entertainment organizations.
Entries are being accepted for the
Fourth Annual American Collegiate
Talent showcase through April 15, 1985.
For more information and an official entry form write or call: The American
Collegiate Talent Showcase, Box 3ACT,
New Mexico State University, Las
Cruces, NM 88003. (505) 6444413.
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Bates College drops SAT
requirement
The Lewiston college faculty has
voted to drop Scholastic Aptitude
Test scores to screen applicants,
replacing them with the results of
three other aptitude tests.

Housing chief Bill Thompson
condemned the scalping, but added there's no law under which to
prosecute the studeuts.

Florida will keep ethnic voices off
student radio station
Ralph
Dean
Journalism
Lowenstein has announced in a
"black,
with
s
memo that student
cracker, New York or ethnic accents" can't be on the air on the
University of Florida's radio
station.
Lowenstein says it's "to
realistically tell people with horrible accents that they are not going
to make it on the air."
The broadcast industry, he says,
hires only those with "middle
American accents."

Engineering students may be the
worst cheaters at University of
Texas at El Paso
UTEP's College of Engineering
turns in the most cheating reports
of all university departments, probably because engineering courses
are so hard, department Chairman
Robert Reid says.
!Minnesota nixes gay 'reform'
group
The university denied student
group status to a group that wants
"to convert homosexuals into
heterosexuals."
It said the group was "a bogus
front" for Bachar, Inc., a "Christian ministry helping those in
homosexual bondage to freedom
through Jesus Christ."

New Hampshire won't sue student
reporter
The New Hampshire attorney
general's office now says it won't
prosecute Teresa POierti, a reporter
for the conservative student Dartmouth Review who secretly taped
and published exerpts from a gay
student group meeting last spring.
tiut Dartmouth may hold
disciplinary hearings on the
grounds she violated other
students' privacy.

COMMITTED
described in terms of action.
John's committment can be best
ms present in our classrooms,
While many talked about the proble
to see firsthand some of the proJohn went into the classrooms
ts today. In order to better
blems facing teachers and studen
back home, John urged his
understand the needs of the people
a site for one of the Educational
colleagues to select Orono as
public hearings. As chairman of
Delivery System Subcommittee
ned his perspective by allowing
that public hearing, John broade
process before decisions were
the people of Orono input into the
made in Augusta.
to include more voices in the
When John recognized the need
d
educational funding, he travele
debate over the level of
in numerous panels and forums
throughout the state participating
urgHe
ses.
campu
and at many
and speaking to many civic groups
ed
their opinions and to get involv
ed those he spoke with to voice
aged people to act rather
encour
He
made.
before decisions were
than react.
limited to education. He also
However, John's concerns are not
supports measures that would:
of
climate to help stem the flow
• promote a better business
young people away from Maine;
heritage by protecting our
• preserve our unique Maine
enviroment;
t further government
• protect civil liberties agains
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Southern Cal Students scalp dorm
room contracts
Housing is so tight at USC that
some students were able to sell
their $150 a term dorm rooms to
others for $300.

encroachment;
to include an Equal Rights
• amend the state constitution
ment;
Amend
property taxes on homeowners;
• help relieve the burden of high

be held
l:30 p.m.
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Filling in

Editorial

PATTI B. FINK

when Ni

No open parking
tudent Government has once again taken
it upon itself to discuss and debate the
ridiculous question of an open parking
system.
The basic claim is that it is unfair for faculty
to have the best parking spaces while students
must park out in the wilds.
There are several facts that should be considered when thinking over the proposed open
parking system.
It has been mentioned time and time again
that the faculty of the University of Maine are
vastly underpaid. And it is obvious that this
situation will not be rectified in the forseeable
future_ Therefore, the university must use other
methods to reward its faculty. If that reward is
something as small as a good parking place
then so be it.
The faculty of any university have been
through years of training, which their students
are only beginning to get. The faculty put a
great deal of time into their classes and
research, as well as dealing with the bureaucratic
headaches of departments and colleges.
The faculty deserve preferential treatment.
They deserve every benefit the university is
capable of providing. To suggest that the faculty
should be treated the same as the students, is to

S

About gratuity

suggest that people should not be rewarded for
their efforts.
through
It is to suggest that people should go
of
the hours of studying, the endless hassles
without
papers
writing
exams, and the torture of
hope of reward.
It is to penalize effort and achievement for
the sake of those who have not yet achieved.
The open parking system would also generate
rut
a great deal of havoc and confusion. The
to get to the parking tots first will undoubtedly
cause a few problems.
And, the open parking system will not solve
the problem of too few parking spaces. After a
year or so of getting beat to the best spaces the
cries of parking problems will surely be heard
again, only this time from faculty as well as
students.
The solution to the parking problems on this.
campus is not to create a free-for-all race for the
best spaces. The solution is to create more
parking spaces. Simply ignore the
environmentalists, pick an unsuspecting patch of
grass, and cover it with asphalt.
If the administration has considered the idea
of an open parking system, they would do well
to forget those ideas quickly.

Due to a shipping error, Garry Trudeau's
Doonesbury will not be appearing in the
Maine Campus until November 8.

by Berke Breathed
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Want to know what gratuity is? Ask
a waitress or waiter. To be more specific,
see what it isn't.
I've never seen any human in any
other line of work treated more like a
dog than a waitress. I don't know why
it is that certain greasy, low class slobs
believe they can sit at lunch counters,
bars or restaurant dinner tables and
become the masters of fine cuisine to be
served with prompt, friendly, perfect service from an unfaltering human being
(which is a nonexisting species).
Granted if service is bad there's no
question. No one wants to have the
meatloaf special slapped down on a
slimy table before him 20 minutes after
the order was taken by a tacky "Alice
Doesn't Live Here Anymore-type
waitress who snapped her gum and rolled her eyes when he asked her for extra
"special sauce."
But if one wants to be served properly., than one shouldn't frequent dingy
diners that have 12 eighteen-wheelers
and a zebra-striped Volkswagon parked
out front underneath a sign that says
"Good eats."
Anything above that (which is almost
everything)one can only expect the best
service only if he is behaving like a sane
individual.
Do some people think the phrase
"thank you" is something that should
not filter through a waitress's ears?
Pend why can't some customers say
"May I have the sirloin please?" as op, posed to "Yea. Gimme the, ugh, the
steak. And don't burn it," while they
ain't even grant her the courtesy of tearing their eyes off the menu for three
seconds to acknowledge her presence.
But then again, waitresses aren't human.
When a patron becomes impatient for
his long-awaited super-supper hell twist
his body in all sorts of flexible contortions while he says to his meagre, little
wife, "I think that dumb broad forgot
about us."
Well, the waitress,(unless she's a total
dorf) probably has all her orders stored
in her head because that's a big part of
her job. I'd like to see her spin around
and say, "Food doesn't cook in one
minute, you (posterior end). Cool your
jets. How could I forget about a troll like
you?"
But she can't. She must grin and bear
it because that's her job. She has to deal —
with hungry people (which are perhaps
the nastiest people on the earth).
"It will be reflected in the tip," is a
common way out for people listed in the
cheap class. Are ignorant people under
the impression that waitresses make $IO
an hour? Sorry to shatter the supposition, but most waitresses make waitress
minimum which is $2.01 an hour. With
all the running back and forth, brownnosing, table clearing and shop cleaning
a waitress must do, ten minutes must
seem like one hour. And it's all for the
patron. She must make everything nice,
fast and professional for the party that
ends up walking away after an hour of
fine service and a $30 check with
nothing but spilled coffee, crumbs and
used toothpicks on the table.
Patti A Fink is afifth yearjournalism
student from Portland, Maine.
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and CO..
mentaries. Letterisboteld be 300-words or less; commentaries
should be abou(450 words. Anonymous letters and commentaries are web:edge :bid names will be withheld from publication only under special circumstances The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste and libel.

tervention that took place. vasion of a tiny Caribbean
However, as Glowaski said of Island was seen as a quick, easy
the Grena- and even flamboyant action
The "celebrations" currently the US. bombing of
war that would revive U.S. morale,
being held for the first anniver- dian mental hospital: "In
No doubt provide for plenty of good
sary of the invasion by the mistakes do occur."
have
might
media coverage and deflect the
students
United States of the Caribbean one or two
ess, did the attention of the average U.S.
Island of Grenada should strike died. Nonethel
the moral citizen from U.S. intervention
all non-U.S. citizens as United States have
Grenada? elsewhere. Its so-called success
somewhat hypocritical. It would right to invade
proud of is undoubtedly being brought
seem from American reactions Glowaski was clearly
and thought it before the public gaze again
to world events that a double the U.S. action
en, but partly because U.S. policy in the
undertak
standard exists here. There is was rightfully
viewpoints Middle East is again faring badfor he US,gosernment there are other
ing.
ly. There is, however, another
and another for everyone else. worth consider
When the United Kingdom aspect to the Grenadian affair
Medical students who acoperation in which has rather more serious
FIXX and the B52's, and concepted to study in Grenada Mounted a military
the Falkland implications than mere piracy
certs in the future. SEA is also
should have been warned by 1982 to liberate
Alive
Arts
own nationals, on the high seas, which is hardin charge of the
their own embassy staff of the Islands, their
the ly new. There seems to be little
series, the weekly Saturday
of residence in such a who had been invade by
dangers
government
night movies and much more.
However, Argentinians, official U.S. reac- doubt that the U.S.
area.
volatile
In all SEA events, people are motivated partially, no doubt by tion as demonstrated by the either deliberately took advanor was
bad,
is
the
United
which
staging,
of,
in
with
tage
ick
help
needed to
the knowledge that they had Jean Kirkpatr
from non- panicked into gross overushering, hospitality, security,
to gain admittance to US. Nations varied
failed
the
worse,
is
actively hostile to reaction to, which
as well as publicity and adverschools, they freely chose to go committal to
Yet the civic disturbances in Grenada
tising. Experience is not a reGrenada despite the risks. the British action.
to
the United States last October in order to interfere
quirement. Working for SEA
That they were frightened for following year
territory, in the island's politics.
can be very educational and entheir own safety during the invaded a sovereign of civic
the
by
The U.S. invasion and condrop
during a period
joyable. Feel free to
period of unrest is fully merely
our
nationals tinued occupation of this Comof
its
one
rescue
to
to
,
come
or
upheaval
if
office,
understandable, particularly
there of their monwealth country lacks even
weekly meetings.
the rather naive young man, who had gone
safety of the tenuous justification that
Glowaski, who visited own free will and the
David
seriously at Britain could put forward for
John Gallagher
campus last week is a whose lives were not
this
invasion of repossessing the Falkland
SEA Secretary
typical example. It is not enter- risk. Moreover, this
territory took place Islands and seem at variance
taining to be shot at. Whether friendly
any consultation of the with official U.S. lack of supor not their lives were ever without
of state, who is the port for that British action in
realy in danger is another mat- dejure head
since Grenada the United Nations. U.S.
ter. That the Grenadians would British sovereign
ealth country — citizens must decide for
have deliberately killed any U.S. is a Commonw
has always been con- themselves whether their action
nationals is unlikely, since such a fact that
ignored by the U.S. is analogous to that of Britain
an action would have exacer- viently
government. The defacto ruler in the South Atlantic, which
individual to have had a share bated what was to them a pureis, of course, the current prime they did not support. The
account with us for a minimum ly internal matter: a change of
United States cannot have it
minister.
of 30 days. The balance of the government by time-honored
Seen through non-American both ways and maintain interCubans
few
the
That
t.
irrelevan
means.
is
account
the Grenadian invasion national respect.
Also your article stated that present would have been so eyes
seems to have been a highthe president and the treasurer foolish as to deliberately kill
Esmee Webb
handed action, undertaken
are the only paid employees at U.S. nationals is even less likely
Visiting Research Fellow
partly because U.S. policy in the
the student credit union. since they would have known
Middle East was at that time
Though I wish that was true, in such an action to be likely to
in- faring badly. The successful inreality it is the manager and the precipitate precisely the
treasurer who are compensated
for their work.
To the editor:

SEA needs the help of
interested students
To the editor:
SEA (Student Entertainment
and Activities) is a board of student government that many
people are not aware of. SEA
holds weekly Thursday night
meetings at 7 p.m. in the SEA
office, on the third floor of the
Memorial Union. Anyone interested in coming to the
meetings and being a member
of SEA is more than welcome.
So far this year, attendance
has been very low, and we at
SEA feel this is because people
do not know what we do. SEA
is responsible for many of the
concerts on campus such as the

Campus article contained
technical errors
To the editor:
This letter is in response to
your article last week concerning the student credit union.
Though well written, the article
did contain a few technical errors that I feel need correction.
The article stated that to obtain a share draft(checking)account a student had to have a
balance of at least $50 in their
regular share (savings) account
for a minimum of 30 days. All
that is required to obtain a share
draft account with us is for an

Bill Riley
President,
UMO Student Credit Union.

UMO Student Government
handles many problems
To the editor:

Register
Then vote
on
November 6

'h yearjournalism
d Maine.
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Many times amidst turmoil
we forget the good aspects of
things. Despite the problems
that student government experienced last spring and continues to deal with, it remains
a dedicated and functioning
organization. Many people in
student government have remained loyal and committed to
seeing student government
through its, adversity. Al the top
of the list of dedicated individuals are Student Government President Steve Ritzi and
Vice-president Chris Bradley.
Elected in February of this year,
they inherited the usual problems and were surprised with
a few others. Yet these two individuals have remained committed to solving the problems.
Most students do not realize
the time and energy put into
student government by students
like themselves. Steve and Chris,
many
and many others devote

hours of their time to the operation of student government.
Much of this time is spent in
meetings in the dorm or apartment, however most students
only see the results of these efforts. ic a concert, a dance, a
supper, a movie, or a press
release_ It is often forgotten or
unnoticed as to who has
organized these events. This is
not meant as a condemnation
of students not involved in
student government, but
rather as a note of awareness.
Last spring President Ritzi urged a program of greater
awareness and promotion of
student government, its boards
and committees.
Hopefully, through a greater
promotion and awareness we
can bring a greater understanding of student government to
the university community.
Mark Adams
President,
lnterdorrnitory Board

-
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Book Review

y of the Reagan
A Season of Spoils: The Stor Environment
Administration's Attack on the
The volume points out in much
detail that officials such as Anne
Gorsuch (Burford), James Watt
and lesser known aides set out immediately after assuming their
positions to act on the simple
premise that the real problem was
too much government interference
with industry, too many regulations, too many taxes and too
many bureaucrats. The publicly
stated goal was "regulatory
reform," but the statements and
actions of Administration officials
contained in this volume suggest
the goal was not reform, but
radical surgery.

by Larry L. Berg
A Season of Spoils carefully
details the extent to which highranking Reagan Administration
officials used and abused their
position to attempt the destruction
of two decades of bipartisan environmental policy. The picture
presented by the authors is complex, but it clearly reveals the way
in which "true believers" in
government go about imposing
their views, even if those views are
in
contrary to those embodied
federal and state law.
Unlike any other post-I932
Republican administration, the
Reagan term began with a clear
commitment to undo the policies
as
of its predecessors, Republican
was
well as Democratic Nowhere
than
the attempt more successful
alin environmental policy, specific
,
Interior
of
ments
ly in the Depart
Justice and Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency
Comand the Nuclear Regulatory
mission. Those chosen to enforce
ed
the laws frequently were appoint
ofafter direct consultation with
inficials of the regulated private
pass
terests and all were required to
r"
believe
an Administration "true
litmus test.

Many of Watt's and Gorsuch's
actions could presumably be
reversed by another administration. The actions of David
Stockman and the Office of
Budget,
Management and
however, will be more difficult to
correct in an era of limited
resources and budget deficits. By
systematically cutting budgets by
30 or 40 percent, redycing staff,
eliminating enforcement divisions
in an enforcement agency and requiring an immediate financial
dividend as a basis for any
regulatory action, the EPA was

its
made incapable of carrying out
legal responsibilities. In addition,
public lands and natural resources
sold at "bargain basement" prices
to private firms are gone forever.
Water supplies polluted for generations to come, if not permanently,
by tonics are no longer a natural
reSOUICe.

A Season of Spoils also clearof
ly outlines how the effect
pesticides,-16xics, lead, asbestos
human
and other chemiCals on
health was downgraded in importance as a policy consideration. For
example, scientific data showing
that certain pesticides were -carcinogens were dismissed as "bad
science:'
On the other hand, "good
science" came from the affected industries. Children in toxic shock
from chemicals they were exposed
to while playing at home on land
containing asbestos fibers; working and middle class families
whose drinking water was contaminated by toxics, in every case
A Season of Spoils shows that the
administration opted for risks of
human cancer and other health
problems rather than enforcing the
law and protecting public health.

.4 Season of SpoiLs by Johnathon
Lash, Katherine Gillman and
David Sheridan.(New York: 113ntheon, 1984; 386 pages.)
The book details numerous
other examples of burearcratic
delay or outright refusal to act,
open opposition to enforcement of
law by government lawyers, and
political favoritism in the administration of federal laws ranging from the regulation of toxic
waste dumps to forest management practices.
This grim catalogue of the consequences of a policy which strays
td6 far from the path of law and
moderation offers no prescriptions. The authors acknowledge
they deliberately chose to tell "a
story" rather than develop a policy
analysis. But one wishes they had
given us the benefit of their expertise. And at 386 pages, the book
would have profited from a final

Mo-Hoc
Just 5 months;
Craziness, Peat &
Fish ... and now

To Darlene and 1
Just a hi from
who think you're

CHEESE,
We've had a to
times...remember
Pretenders, Swans
Diamond, Hypers
a few) Our time t
short, but oh so !
the memories

edit.
But even those who have closely followed the performance of the
Reagan Administration in environmental, energy and natural
resource matters will find the book
a valuable resource and a timely
reminder. Students of government
and politics, and concerned
citizens alike, will find here a window into the realities of government and its potential to affect our
lives, for good or ill.
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To Hebbie:
Have a wonder
Halloween! Let's
together!

Happy Hallow'
l'hi sisters and p1.
costumes this we
Get psyched for t

communique
LV
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Wednesday. October 31
Education brown bag symposium. 1200 p.m. 159 Shibles
Hall.
"Meditation and prayer by N1.C.A
1200 p.m. Drummond chapel.

"STEP-TEEN, parental support
group. 203 Shibles Hall 7 p.m.
"Evening Childcare at the
Children's Center. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
*Guest Lecture Series presents
Berke Breathed, "Bloom County"
cartoonist. 8 p.m. Hauck.

2 - North Somers
Thanks for the
monsters, rats, lo
fudge, and thoug
You make it all v

Steven,
Thanks for all
me. Have a great
Happy Annivers4

Berke Breathed
itilli creator of 'Bloom County'
if

NVERA14,
500 Main St.
Bangor,Maine

S

ki

Tonight!!

Bounty's
tICHaomlle toowthe
een Party
ponsored by Bud Light

* PRIZES *
$100 Given to couple
with best costume
$50 Given to person
with best costume

will be speaking tonight(October
31)n
8:00 p.m. The.
.
Hauck Auditorium at
i
lecture will include slides, music and
a few surprises.

j
l
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Claire & Cathy,
Are we ready
treats tonight?

Dead Meat and
Don't think tl
There's no use 11
booth.

COMMITTEE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The Maine Campus
Photo Department...

4

t
.
.
..
•

has openings on Tuesday and Thursday
t
•
nights for darkroom workers. Applicants
•
in
•
must be experienced, have expertise
•
printing, and be able to work under
•
•
pressure.
!
•
•
Those interested call:
,
'•
•
4515
'•
ins at 581-1269 or 581Tom Hawk
•
*
•
:
These positions'are available now
'••
•
.
basis
come
a
first
on
•
filled,
be
and will
:
•.4 ..
•
._.
Have a little wicked brew with a friend!
......
......
•
...•
........
••_•.•—•. .•..•..•.....•_.
••
. >•
•
'•
..
i
p
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Cara,
Who says life
picture it? (Anot
Misconception)

NI>. Sweet Pupr
No matter w'
us, I always wa
beside you. I lc
always and fort
Huggies.

SDR- You don
missing.

So, Mike, shot
what? Are the
desses of the v
(Notice the pn
is perfect.)
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Mo-Hoo,
Just 5 months; thru Carousel
Craziness, Peat & Repeat, Shots,
Fish ... and now Si!!?!
Happy Halloween,
XX00's
TEE

AmyNo tricks! It's a real treat working with you at the Child Study
Center.
Emily

To all the sisters and pledges of Pi
Beta Phi - Have a Happy
Halloween!
Luv,
Annie

Dracula,
'Just Between You and Me..! you
can creep into my room anytime.
Forever Your
Willing Victim
Pammie Jeanne,
Racquetball, TKE Little Sisters,
late talks, scoping. 'Tug of War'...
Thanks - What would I do
without you?
Bet hie

To Darlene and Lisa:
Just a hi from a couple of bears
who think you're two honeys!
Oliver and
Theodore

Gregg, Doug, and Marky,
I love you guys! Happy
Halloween.
No Door Tanya

CHEESE,
We've had a lot of good
times...remember Portland, the
Pretenders, Swans Island, Mahanc7:
Diamond, Hypersexuals? (to name
a few) Our time together was
short, but oh so sweet! Thanks for
the memories.
Signed,
I ain't missing you
at all?

DeLorean,
You deruffled marshmallow •
'Planet-X' is conducive to bed
skydiving! Bahamas with you!!
We're all over it!
Love,
Hot Mamas

To Hebbie:
Have a wonderfully frightening
Halloween! Let's spend many more
together!
I Love You.
Mark

Peter,
You're forever attached. I'll
always love you!! Happy
Halloween!
Love your
Sophomore Eagle,
Pokey

Happy Halloween to all Alpha
Phi sisters and pledges! Your
costumes this weekend were great Get psyched for the hayride!

Gretchen,
Next time, you type 'em!
Robiss,
It's been two great years of love,
laughter, crying, and growing. You
are my life and my future. Happy
Anniversary, Honey! See you
tonight! I Love You!
Lisa

2 - North Somerset:
Thanks for the mailboxes,
monsters, rats, lollipops, flowers,
fudge, and thoughtful(?) notes.
You make it all worthwhile.
Punk
•
Steven,
Thanks for all you've done for
and
Halloween
great
me. Have a
Happy Anniversary! I love you.
Barbie
Cara,
Who says life can't be as YOU
picture it? (Another popular
misconception)
Claire & Cathy,
Are we ready for our trick or
treats tonight?
Dead Meat and Dead Meat,
Don't think that I've forgotten.
There's no use hiding in the phone
booth.
Love,
Can I have a hug
My Sweet Puppy,
No matter where our lives take
us, I always want to be right
beside you. I love you infinitely,
always and forever. Kiss, Squeeze,
Huggies.
Love,
C.R
SDR- You don't realize what you're
missing.
So, Mike, should I give up or
what? Are the demi-gods and goddesses of the world really worth it?
no one
(Notice the prefix
is perfect.)

L.B. - Snuffles sees and knows all!

ATTENTION ALL BANANAS:
Clink, Doe, and Rad:
We will now commence the horrifying' of Draino, Maine: blatant
P.U.s, road trips, arm twisting,
scooping. Djarums, and everything
forbidden, radical, and/or illegal.
SO glad we're corrupted.
The fourth
atypical corrupted
banana,
Spark
TO my virginal roommate:
It's a good thing you wore white
this weekend. You look different
and you walk funny. I'm glad I'm
not the only one. Happy
Halloween.
To the two friends that are racing to catch up: sardine and
cucumbers and if you haven't
caught up by the time you are 25
we'll pay.
Love ya,
Your fairy
godmother.
Becky & Teresa
Thanks for a fabulous weekend.
I wish I could stay forever. (You
looked maahvelous!)
Much love,
Diana

-

To my fa,orite Chem. E.Thanks for making me smile
and for taking care of me at cer-.gain parties. No more water fights,
O.K.?
hope our times together get
better and better in the future.
You're a special person and I'm
glad you're here.
Happy Halloween.
Love,
Gorham Girl
Dear Olive,
My Lovely. I miss you while
voyaging out on rough seas alone_
Sailed through Meddy Bemps
recently. Thought of strawberry
soda & you; I got goosebumps.
Yes, I did write this. Love you.
PoPeYe
Pogo,
Surprise, uh, sorry about the
open heart buggies experienced,
but warn old one-eye to watch out.
Love,
Him
Gretch

Beer

Barstan's - Pronto'

Beck!
I read you loud and clear,

Dale,
Thanks a million - 'I ain't missing him at all'...so glad I met you you're a great friend.
Liisa
My ENFJ,
Like always, another swell
weekend. LOW always and forever.
Have a swell Halloween.
Love always from
your ESL!
Katherine Lee,
I LOST You. Have a HippyHappy Pun-kin Day.
Love,
your Little man
Johnny A.
Lisa, Ann, & Elise - Get psyched
'for the Loaf!
KKH & CPS,
libu two are the best! Happy
Anniversary!
R&J

Pumpkins are orange,
Ghosts are gray,
You're the best,
Anyday
Love,
Your Secret
Gremlin
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Basketball team to play exhibition Friday
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three sears. P. finished sr...onct•
fourth and fourth those years.
SaYoy said her team r.ir.s a fast break
offense_
-A lot of transition." Si$0) said.
"We really try to get the ball off :he
board and up the floor as fast as possible The game will be played under U.S..
rather than international rules.
Sam* said the biggest adjustments
will be lack of a 30-second shot clock
loathe-referee mboinding the ball after
each basket.
&ray said the game "is slower under
Ll.S rules, but we're going down to get
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slimed and r ▪
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•
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had to
- mpm^.eincz
NO pentmyself and 7',
It
nase to
-Now
-it freshmen :Isis
the adjustmtmade
,t7.: and base
year are set-.. the swit.:n _ _.t- -than most hase.ne said.
Onset: sac: captain Emils Ellis and
freshman L..z Coffin are the only two
starters named at this MSC
-Those :wo people base been se*
consistent r. our practices and will be
Starting.- Gasett said. The other
three spots. I don't know yet. E.enm:me
is playing so :lose I can't tell who will
- start.
"The people who do WM are important, but the, don't necessards finish the
game." he said
Beside Ellis and Coffin_ Maine returns
senior Claire McCcy and sophomore
posiLynn McGosildrick at the forwardtion. McCoy started last season, aseraging 5.6 rebounds. a game. and
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Seniors!!
Will Be Shot On Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 thru Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up NOW for your
appointment in the
Senior Sku4ls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union

Sittings are
FREE
Avoid last minute rush

Seeker Clore MeCos (kilo rehires as L MO's second leading reboander.
tGarses photo,
McGoi.,ditck •aas often :he first person to do an internship, while Walker and
Allen both played in 23 games.
off the ber..th.
Ellis. who led New England in scorAt guard. Mar, Vsaacer. Beth Cormier.
Annie' Allen and fresnmen len Smart ing with 22.4 points a game last season.
will all set ac-tior.. C0.7171:e7 ont,played
(see ELLIS page 14)
in six games last season before leasing

Patriot player may miss
game with neck pains
FOXBORO. Mass.' APISesere neck pains that doctors
speculate May be linked to a
lifetime of football may keep All.
Pro offerisne guard John Hannah
of Ness England out of the
iratnots game Sunday against the
Broncos in Denser.
Hannah. 13. 4eft the hospital
Tuesday after six days with his

sesere neck pains still a msstery.
Hannah. a 12-year pro seteran,
will continue treatment at the
Sullisan Stadium clubhouse and is
a doubtful %ACM for the Derwer
game. said Jim Greerudge publicity director for the Patriots.
"They still don't know what's

wrong with him." he said, "except he's taken a constant poem-

- dingover the years."
Hannah, 6-foot-3, 265 pounds,
of Canton. Ga., spent six days in
traction in Massachusetts General
Hospital after complaining of pain
last Wednesday. doctors found no
disc pro-

sign of broken bones or
blems, said Greenidge.
• Greenidge
longer

had

said

Hannah

pain.,Guy

no

Morriss

staled in Hannah's place Sunday

against the New York Jets.
Until-this season. Hannah had
started 154 of 159 regular season
games with the Patriots.

*******************
*
*
*
Basketball Cheering Tryouts :
*
Guys encouraged!
*
first practice:

Monday, November 5
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Gymnastics Room
Memorial Gym

To encourai

any Pa
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UMO judo, a sport of self-defense
is
Bill Madden, a UMO judo club member said judo
a sport with self-defense applications.
'Since it's a fighting style you can apply it to defend
yourself, but as far as we're concerned this is a sport,'
hit"A lot of people don't understand it doesn't involve
arm
ting. It involves throwing, hold downs, chokes and
bars."
A clinic will be held in the gymnastics room on Friday
judo
from 7-9 p.m. featuring two black belts and other
in attenschools from Presque Isle, Lewiston and Calais
dance. The public is welcome to attend.
The judo club holds practice on Tuesday (7:3040 p.m.)
photos)
and Friday and Sunday (6:30-9 p.m.). (Garven

idiot reboandee.

p. %bile Walker and
in 23 games.
;C% England in scors a game last season,

(see ELLIS page 10)
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Program
* A Top Notch Intramural Sports
* Computer Terminal
* Fine Home C000ked Meals
* Single Rooms
• Location Close to Campus
* A Well-Rounded Social Program
E.E.,
* Academic Tutoring in M.E., GE.,
ess
Busin
Forestry, and

TillCIASSIfiffIS
Street, Orono
Wed. Oct 31
HalloWeen Party with

touts

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:

BE A WINNER,PLAY

----Come and visit all this and
more at
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
on Thurs., Nov. 1, at 4:30 pm.

Prizes for best costumes
$2 cover with costume e
$4 cover without costum
to
Barstares is offering 25 non-alcoholic beverages
To encourage driver safety.
him or herself as an operator of a vehicle
any person who identifies

*

Pizza Dinner at 4:30
located diagonally across
is
SigEp
from Alfond Arena.

•
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•Ellis
iceetineed from page 121
said team depth will make everyone work
hard.
"I Just think that last year we were
lacking that (depth)," Ellis said. 'This
year people are being pushed, and if someone isn't playing well he (Gavetti
doesn't have to play them. It's definite-'
h the best team we've had since I've been
here"
Gavett said Coffin has played well in
the preseason and mas surprise some
people with her ability.
"Despite the fact that she went to a
small high school at Ashland (220
students), she's ready to pias Division I
basketball," Gavett said. "I think a lot
of people will be surprised at how ems
she's made the transition "
Coffin said she's made the adjustment
to college ball because she's accustomed to the "high level of play."
"In the summer I went to camp here
and played against the players a:
night." she said.
A number of UMO plmiers.including
Ellis. Cormier and Smart. played agains:
each other at night in the field house tin'

Ili Coffin. The pair will start for Coach
UMO captain Emily Ellis 'with ball, is guarded by freshman
the lane is Mary Walker (tar riLlill, who Peter Cowen this Friday in the team's first game Cutting through
will see time at the guard position. it.,anen photo

Summer

Wire roundup: Fiesta Bowl looks at BYU; BC wins
BOSTON iAPt—The Fiesta Bowl
considering .a move that would allow
Brigham Young University a chance of
playing in th .Fiesta Bowl for bigger
mones and possibly' against Boston Coliege Or South Carolina according to The
Boston Globe. \
The newspaper reported Tuesday that
officials of the postseasonbowl game are
negotiating a contract with NBC and
have asked the network to help sign BYL.
to appear in the.Jan. 1. 1985 game.
BL, if it wins the Western .kthletic
Conference title, would be forced to play
in the Holida) Bowl, which pays its com-

pet ing teams S4'0.000 each because it
does not Me a network television
contract
The Fiesta Boss 1 plans to pay each
team $I rnilhor. and will ask NBC top'side more money to finance a possible
national championship game between
BYL:. now 8-0, and another top ranked
team, possibly BC or South Carolina.
she Globe said.

DURHAM, N.H (API — Kevin
Stevens scored two firsoperlod goals to
lead Boston College to a 4-3 Hockey'
East victors over New Hampshire on
Tuesday night
The Eagles are now 3-1 while New
Hampshire drops to 2-5 overall and 1-4
in the league.
Stevens scored his first goal after a
New. Hampshire defensive lapse, then
added a short-handed goal with three

minutes later.
Peter Douns put New Hampshire on
-- the board five minutes into the second
Brown
Doug
Eagles'
period, but the
answered his goal a minute later to
preserve BC's two-goal lead.
Douns got a second goal 44 seconds
into the the final period, but the Eagles
pushed two up again at the five minute
mark.

The Globe said both BYL: and the
%%AC could be expected to approve the
change in bowl destinations for the winning conference team because of the
potential to play for the mythical national championship.

AUCTION
Soonsorec oy
WASP, Sr
BMW
- Manse', uters, Ngerout

Tonigro thru Saturday
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Beth Israel Sisterhood
November 3
7:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn
Main Street. Bangor
A..ictioneet
,
Dick (eene- Ira
Keenan Action Rooms
ckeits are $3 30 ano ae
avai aoie a! !ne Doc,

CANDIDATES' NIGHT
Thursday, November 1st
7:00 p.m.
101 Neville Hall

The Maine Campus Photo Service is now offering to reprint
photos that have appeared in print
for those who wish to have a copy.
The M.C.P.S. will also make B&W
prints from your negatives.
For detalis call TOM HAWKINS at 581-1269

ERNIE

Memorial Service

dates address
Be informed - come heir the candi
ons
questi
your
r
answe
the issues and
Sen. KENNETH HAYES
(o-Orono)
Rep. STEVE BOST
(D-Orono)
Rep, JOHN BOTT
(Ft-Orono)
Moderator. Dr. Warren Burns

MARY ELLEN MAYBURY
RALPH CLIFFORD
JON LINDSAY
ERNEST C BAILEY
Sponsor ALL MAINE WOMEN

7/3/34 - 8117/84

Everyone knew him as "Ernie- Ernie
was a friend to many generations of
UMO students arid staff and a
dedicated Bears Den employee for
28 years A Memorial Service
celebrating Ernie's life is planned
for
TIME Thutsday, November 1, 1989.
330 PM
North Lown Room.
PLACE
Memorial Union
Friends and acquaintances are
invited to attend
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Former Celtic skeptical after being traded
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SEATTLE (API—Gerald Henderson
won't ever be the same: he'll never have
the trust in people he had before. He
dispassionately thanks the Boston
Celtics for teaching him that lesson.
"You hear a lot about the Celtic mystique, loyalty and family, all that kind of
thing," Henderson said. "As far as
I'm concerned, that's all down the drain.
"I thought I had one of the more
secure positions in the league. So that
goes to show you something, doesn't it.
It shows you that at any moment, any
player can be traded."
Especially if that player has had the
audacity to go to the mat with the Celtics
about money.
If Henderson is bitter, it doesn't show.
At 28, he's merely being wiser.
On June 12, Henderson was the
Celtics' point guard in the most important contest of his athletic life, the
seventh game of the 1983-84 National
Basketball Association championship
series in Boston. Before a national television audience estimated at 40 million, he
helped the Celtics earn their 15th title
with a 111-102 victory over the Los
Angeles Takers.
He only scored nine points that day,
but he didn't have to score more. The
Celtics got 24 points from Cedric Maxwell, 22 from Dennis Johnson and 20
from Larry Bird.
Besides, point guards don't necessarily
have to score points for an NBA club to
be successful.
On Oct. lb, 10 days before the start
of his sixth season in Boston, Henderson was traded to the Seattle Supersonics
for a 1986 first-round draft choice.
The Celtics deny it, but the thought
lingers that Henderson was swapped
because he had his agent bring up his
contract with Boston.
Two days after ending his holdout, he

In Boston, Henderson played on two
was traded. It was a shattering exNBA title teams in five seasons. The
perience, for Henderson thought he had
Sonics captured one league championnegotiated an informal no-trade agreeship in their previous 17 seasons in the
ment with the Celtics.
NBA.
Henderson knows the Celtics will
The incomparable Bird was voted the
never really come out and Say why they'
1983-84 NBA Most Valuable Player. He
traded him.
played in last season's All-Star game
"I don't know if the whole situation
along with fellow Celtics Robert Parish
was undermined by the Celtics,"
and Kevin McHale.
Henderson said. "You can't really say
Seattle's lone all-star last season was
what the reason was.
very
still
Jack Sikma, the only remaining link
It's
"It's very disappointing.
with the Sonics' 1978-79 NBA
disappointing. Not just being traded to
championship.
Seattle. This is a nice city and 1 like the
"I was surrounded by all-stars in
tradteam. But it's just the fact of being
Boston," Henderson said.
ed. period.
He realizes he's not playing with the
"If you're a starter on a world chamsame caliber of players in Seattle.
pionship team, then
"That's very true," he said. "So I
It could be a long season for the
, guess my real talents will come out. We'll
Sonics, and for Henderson.
have to come together as a team to make
The Sonics won't be the worst team in
up for all our weaknesses and take adthe NBA, but they won't be the best
vantage of our strengths.
either. In other words, the Sonics aren't
"It's not going to come easy, but,
the Celtics.

Red Sox promote pair to coaching staff
sburgh Pirates. He has been a Red Sox'
BOSTON (API—Joe Morgan and
last two years after managTony Torchia, two long-time members of scout for the
t farm team in the Inthe Boston Red Sox' organization, were ing their Pawtucke
League for nine years.
promoted to the American League club's ternational
coaching staff Thesday under new
Torchia was a first baseman in the Red
manager John McNamara.
Sox' farm system for many years until
Salem in
Red Sox General Manager Lou Gor- he began managing at WinstonBristol in 1978
man also announced that bullpen and 1976. He moved up to
at
Morgan
d
succeede
batting coach Walt Hriniak has been re- and then, in 1983,
named the Intained, while Tommy Harper, first base Pawtucket where he was
the
Manager of
coach for the last five years, will join ternational League's
the playoffs last
Gorman's office as a special assistant. Year after winning
month.
Morgan, a former Boston College star,
The signings come one day after
played as a utility infielder with the
Milwaukee Brewers manager
Milwaukee Braves, Kansas City A's, former
Rene Lachemann was named Boston's
Philadelphia Phillies and Cleveland Inthird base coach and Bill Fischer, minor
dians and later was a coach for the Pitt411111
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hopefully, we'll be scrappy enough so we
can win a few games."
The Sonics, who play at Portland
Tuesday are off to a 1-1 start.
Still not in top shape because of his
holdout in Boston, Henderson started
both of the Sonics' first two regular
season games as their point guard. He
scored II points in a loss to Phoenix here
Sunday night. He didn't score in a victory over Utah in Seattle Friday night.
He points out he still is learning his
new teammates.
But life without Bird is difficult. It's
fun to win in life, and Bird makes the
Celtics winners.
"He's a great passer, and you can give
him the ball anywhere on the floor and
he can make things happen," Henderson said. "We don't have that type of
player here. I miss Larry."
The adjustment to a new team in a
new part of the country will not be an
easy one.

411MI
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league pitching instructor for the Kansas City Royals this year, was named pitching coach.
Veteran coach Johnny Pesky, who
joined the Red Sox organization as a
player nearly 45 years ago, was moved
from coach to a special assistant to the
general manager.
Lachemann replaced Eddie Yost as
third base coach, and Fischer, 34, a
former major league pitcher and a coach
under McNamara with the Cincinnati
Reds, replaces Lee Stange as Boston Mtching coach.
Stange has been offered a job as a
minor league instructor for Boston and
Gorman plans to talk with Yost in the
next few' days
41111.
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_Students Helping Others Program
Free Workshops
Patti McCormick
The Students Helping Others
Program (SHOP. II) is comprised of a group of univeristy
students (peer educators) who
come
from
a
variety
of
backrounds, but all share a common goal - helping other students. The peer educators help themselves and other students as they
learn about present workshops on
various lifeskills
topics. The
workshops provide an opportunity
for a group of people to come
together and explore their own attitudes and values as well as
those of their peers. SHOP also
provides a resource/referral service for all those who seek further information and help.
The SHOP II program will be
offering the following workshops
to the campus community starting
in October and November.
Effective Self Expression is now
available. When we act assertively, we get our messages across.
we feel better about ourselves,
and we prevent negative feelings
from building up and being expressed inappropriately. Effective
self expression teaches people the
difference between passive, assertive, and agressive behaviors and
looks at expressing one's feelings
in an effective manner.
Stress
Management
also
available at this time. If we can
learn how to deal with stress in a
positive and effective manner,
then we have created a healthier

env iroment for ourselves. This
workshop teaches us how
to
recognize
both
positive
and
negative ways of dealing with
stress. Techniques of relaxati
on
are
also
discussed
in
the
workshop presentation.
Akokol and Sexuality will be
offered by the SHOP program
after November 5th. This presentation offers a chance for people
to explore and share feelings
and
thoughts on alcohol and sexualit
y
in a safe and supportive
enviroment. Myths about drinkin
g
are also discussed.
The Decision Making worksh
op
will be offered after Novemb
er
15th. This presentation explores
a
systematic
decision
making
process and affords an opportunity to prioritize personal
goals,
thus enabling a person to
have
better control over his/her
life.
The more effective we are
at
dealing with the many problem
s,
challenges and decisions that
life
brings, the happier we are.
Requesting a workshop is a fairly
simple procedure that can be done
by
anyone in the university
community; student organizations,
classes, Resident Assistants and
Resident Directors. To request
a
workshop, or for more information, call
Colleen
Vojak,
SHOP II Coordinator at 581-476
9
or stop by the office on
the
ground floor of Hancock
Hall.
We look forward to hearing
from
you!

nuts, rice, fruits and beans,
which
are good sources of vitamins and
minerals. Simple carbohydrates
(i.e., sugar, honey) provide only
calories.
One
advantage
that
car.
bohydrates have over fat is that
they contain less than half
the
calories per gram. Fat has 9 kcal
per gram where as carbohydrates
contain 4 kcal per gram. Another
advantage
of
complex
carbohydrates is that they increase
dietary fiber, which plays an important role in digestion.
Don't be afraid of taking the
potato but be aware what you
put on it. Stay away from lots of
butter and sour cream!

This page is written and paid kw
by Residential Life.
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The End of Your Rope: What Next?
by Kristin Hartley
The
scene:
crumpled
up
packages of potato chips, an empty coffee cup, a floor littered
with paper, piles of books, unanswered mail, a calendar with red
pen reading "due today" all
over. I'm sitting at my desk with
an aching back and a pounding
head. Here it is Sunday night and
I've accomplished only half of
my "must" list for the weekend.
I'm mad at myself, I'm worried
about Monday morning and on
top of it, I don't feel well at all.
I know I can't accomplish
anything
in
this condition
and decide to sleep and forget
it
all. However, as tired as I
feel,
sleep doesn't come. Instead
what
I get is a slide show in my
head:
images
of
things
undone,
professor's faces frowning at me,
my
parents wagging their finger, the
clock
hands spinning, the overdue
library
books - LIBRARY - I
forget the
reserve reading!
Is this scene familiar? If
it is,
you are probably subject,
like
most people, to the effects
of
stress. It is difficult to
avoid
stress since being a student
is
rather like being at the end
of an
emotional yo-yo. You must
think
in the future and operate
in the
present. How can you handle
the
stress? The first step is underding it.
Stress has several faces.
It can
serve as a motivating
force which
produces energy to
accomplish
what is before you.
But it can
also impede that process
and
cripple progress.
Stress is a
physical and emotional
alarm that
says "Stop. Relax. You
can't accomplish anything in
this condition." How can you
avoid this

Food Facts
Are potatoes and bread really
fattening??
Many calorie counters won't
touch starchy foods like potatoes,
breads, rice, and pasta, because
they think these complex carbohydrates are fattening. Let us
take a minute and look at this
myth.
The major source of energy in
the
diet • comes
from
carbohydrates and fats. If you are
trying to cut total calories, cut
the calories from fat, but increase
your complex carbohydrate consumption to supply your body's
needs. Remember, an increase in
carbohydrates should be in foods
such as potatoes, pasta, breads,
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alarm?
Here is a checklist that helps to
understand the sources of stress:
I. Relax. Give yourself 15
minutes and do something nice
for yourself. Take a walk, a nap,
talk to a friend.
2. Have you been eating
healthfully?
3. Have you had any exercise?
4. Have you talked about your
feelings with anyone?
5. Have you set realistic goals
for yourself?
6. Have you had any fun
lately?
7. Have you patted yourself on
the back?
The best way to cope with
stress is to see what you have or
haven't done to bring the condition on. Plan no further ahead
than necessary - don't overwhelm
yourself with studying for finals
when you still have the second
prelim to get through. Decide
what you can change and what
you can't change. You can't
change the fact that a paper is do
tomorrow, but you can change
your attitude about doing it.
Think positive - be good to yourself and acknowledge your own
progress. By awareness of these
things you can avoid the feeling
of not knowing where to start to
cope with what faces you.
Congratulations ! You have made
it through the first half of the
semester! Perhaps by employing
these techniques, you can make
the second half a bit easier on
yourself.
For further information on
coping with stress, contact your
RA about the SHOP II -program
which gives workshops on stress as
well as other areas of interest
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